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PRECISION IRRIGATION
MANAGEMENT





OUR SERVICES










what we do


Your eyes into the soil


We provide growers with real time field and soil data to help them make decisions around irrigation and fertilizer applications. We do this using soil tension probes that report back to a mobile web app, allowing you to monitor water and fertilizer movement throughout the soil profile and determine when and how long to irrigate.
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Our Services







A Modular & Customizable Solution


By tracking soil tension, a direct measurement of precisely how much water is available to the plant, growers anticipate plant stress and irrigate as needed to prevent damage. Our team of certified CCAs and PCAs, Ag Scientists, Licensed Agronomists, and Irrigation Specialists work with growers to identify challenges and set goals. We continually work with the grower to optimize nutrient absorption, water uptake, and aeration.
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Real-time sensor data with an easy-to-use mobile platform.
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Advisors provide weekly schedules based on field conditions and goals.
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Start and stop irrigations remotely. Automate frost protection and plant water needs.
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Monitor and report water usage precisely
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Monitor over time the static water level, drawdown, and recovery
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Covers your entire operation and allows for alerts by app notification, phone and text.


Proven Results On All Levels
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IRRIGATION
PEST CONTROL
NUTRITION

IRRIGATION
	Optimize water usage
	Save energy
	Monitor water distribution in soil profile


PEST CONTROL
	Minimize crowding
	Reduces botrytis
	Control mite blow ups with regulated stress


NUTRITION
	Eliminate leaching fractions
	Regulate growth and reduce multiple pruning events
	Optimize fruit development and quality









LEARN MORE










What Growers Say


Some of our Testimonials


“The main benefit is seeing the ease at which the roots are able to pull up water. I can now see if they are stressed and view how effective my watering sessions are.”
Jared
Gold Leaf Farming



"Hortau has good solid equipment, good service and reliable schedules."
Steve
Perreault Farms



“We are irrigating at the correct times w/ the correct amounts.  We can also track when the pumps are turned on & how long they are actually run as a checks/balances for our ranches.”
Bryan
Van Groningen & Sons











Read More







A Word From Our CEO
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Having grown up on a farm, I understand the complexity of farming and what it takes to grow a profitable crop.
After leaving the farm it became clear that to maintain consistent crop health, yield and quality, growers need access to real-time and forecasted information – to anticipate, adjust, manage inputs precisely – and repeat their success year after year, across every acre..
Helping you succeed is what drives us. Feel free to drop us a line to learn more or give feedback.


Jocelyn Boudreau


CEO and Co-Founder









Wish To Learn More?



The Hortau team is ready to help. Send us an email and we will contact you soon.
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Contact Us










LOCATION


US Headquarters
624 Clarion Court
San Luis Obispo, California
93401
Canada Headquarters
966 Chemin Olivier Suite 450
Saint-Nicolas, QC
G7A 2N1




CONTACTS


Email
[email protected]
US Phone
Toll Free: 1-888-5-HORTAU
(805) 545-5994
Canada Phone
Toll Free: 1-833-6-HORTAU
(418) 836-7927
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APP LOGIN





Hortau APP







Irrolis








LANGUAGE


	

English	

Français (French)

	

Español (Spanish)













Privacy Policy	









© Copyright 2023. All Rights Reserved.
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Manage Cookie Consent




To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.




Functional



Functional

Always active	





The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.




Preferences


Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.




Statistics


Statistics






The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.





Marketing


Marketing






The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes


Accept
Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences

{title}
{title}
{title}


Manage consent
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      Thank you







Merci







Gracias
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Contact Us
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Last Name	



Company	



Email	



Message	










Send Message











                   